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APress. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Pro Spring Security (1st New edition), Carlo
Scarioni, Security is a key element in the development of any non-trivial application. The Spring
Security Framework provides a comprehensive set of functionalities to implement industry-
standard authentication and authorization mechanisms for Java applications. Pro Spring Security
will be a reference and advanced tutorial that will do the following: * Guides you through the
implementation of the security features for a Java web application by presenting consistent
examples built from the ground-up. * Demonstrates the different authentication and authorization
methods to secure enterprise-level applications by using the Spring Security Framework. * Provides
you with a broader look into Spring security by including up-to-date use cases such as building a
security layer for RESTful web services and Grails applications. What you'll learn * What the basics
of securing a Java application, including core security concepts and the step-by-step configuration
to include the Spring Security Framework in your web application * What tools are available in
Spring security to provide login and logout capabilities, with add-ons such as remember-me and
password change functionalities. * What are the types of authentication mechanisms tailored for
enterprise-level Java applications, including LDAP, the...
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This type of publication is every thing and taught me to searching ahead and more. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. You
can expect to like how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Dr . Jillia n Cha m plin IV-- Dr . Jillia n Cha m plin IV

Completely essential go through pdf. It really is simplistic but excitement within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your lifestyle period will be change when you
full reading this pdf.
-- Sha un B er nier  II--  Sha un B er nier  II
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